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Abstract: Pakistan and turkey both are Muslim states and playing important role world politics and also leading the muslin world. Both states are helping 
each other as brotherly in different times. Both states have same agenda to work for Muslim and cooperate for the development in region as well as in 
world. Both states are trying to improve historical as well as economic relations. Since creation of Pakistan brotherly relations between two states. 
History shows that before modern turkey and created of Pakistan, Muslim of India developed good relations with Turkish Empire.  Saleem the caliph, he 
created good relations with Indian Muslim and became leader of all Muslim world and developed good relations on the base of same religion and with 
the help of turkey got independence. Both states are Muslim states, both states were opposite of communism and play important role for western block, 
both states signed friendship and cooperation agreement. Pakistan supported turkey in Cyprus, Afghanistan and Balkan states problem but turkey 
remained neutral on the issue of Kashmir.  After 9/11, Pakistan became the front line state on the war of terrorism.  Both states remained under security 
risk in their own regions and facing challenges in economic and trade relations.  
 
Index Terms:  Relations, Challenges, Friendship, Economic and Political Situation, Security.  

-------------------------------     ------------------------------- 

 

1    INTRODUCTION  
Pakistan and turkey both are Muslim states and playing 
important role world politics and also leading the muslin 
world. Both states are helping each other as brotherly in 
different times. Both states have same agenda to work for 
Muslim and cooperate for the development in region as well 
as in world. Both states are trying to improve historical as 
well as economic relations. Since creation of Pakistan 
brotherly relations between two states. History shows that 
before modern turkey and created of Pakistan, Muslim of 
India developed good relations with Turkish Empire. When 
prime Saleem became caliph, he created good relations 
with Indian Muslim and became leader of all Muslim world. 
In this context Muslim of India supported the caliph in war 
against as ottoman war 1897, Russo-Turkish 1877-78, 
Turkish-Greece war 1897 and Balkan war 1921 on the base 
of same religion, due to the support of Indian Muslim 
Turkish fought war of independence. The Indian Muslim 
also gave lot of money about 125000 British pound, it was 
economic support to win independence. After that when 
turkey became as modern the Muslim of India support and 
recognized as Turkish republic  in reaction when Pakistan  
but in that time India was the huge market became 
independent state, the turkey recognized Pakistan as a 
independence state and relation between two states started 
as bilateral. In this paper some events are included to 
understand the brother relations as. (Tom Brosnahan, 
2000,p,13) 

 
www.vickepedia.com 
“Regions of both modern-day Turkey and Pakistan in 
the domain of the Persian Empire”. 

 
2   ANTI-COMMUNIST         COOPERATION 
Since creation of Pakistan is facing harmony from India on 
the eastern side on the Kashmir issue, due to this Pakistan 
created relations with other status to solve the Kashmir 
issue. But in that time India was the huge market and main 

states for the every states and world was divided into two 
blocks, one block was under umbrella of USA and other 
was under shadow of USSR, The china was the neibouring 
and support states of India the India leader Jawahir lal 
Nehru.  
Pakistan joined western block as Muslim states and created 
good relations with USA, on the basis of  
 
2.1 Anti-Indian hegemony 
2.2 Economic crises  
2.3   Kashmir  
While turkey became the part of USSR block due to 
geographical situation and modern views. Very soon turkey 
joined western alliance against USSR, no doubt Kashmir 
and turkey fought with allied forces in Second World War 
but in end of war joined western block and joined NATO in 
1949. In Pakistan and turkey there were Muslim majority. 
The top class leaders also developed good relations. In 
1954 both states signed friendship treaty. It was the first 
agreement between two states to sign friendship relations. 
In 1952, when turkey became part of NATO, the Pakistan 
also created good relations with USA and got first aid. In 
1954, in that time both states were opposite of communism 
and play important role for western block .in 1954, both 
states signed friendship and cooperation agreement. This 
agreement was also called as economic and cultural 
agreement, later both states became the member of 
BAGDAD pack/. The main aim of Bagdad pack was 
opposite the communism or influence of USSR and stood 
against to save Muslim world from communism. Turkey was 
the first state who provided diplomatic assistance to 
Pakistan to solve the Afghanistan problem and also help 
Pakistan in flood- affected areas. For further better relations 
Turkish Prime Minister Adnan menders he visited to 
Pakistan where he discussed Bagdad pack negative image 
in Arab world. In same year Pakistan president Iskandar 
Mirza visited turkey to solve Cyprus and Kashmir, Bagdad 
pack and soviet politics and economic relations between 
two states. (Joshua J. Mark, 2010, p, 17) Pakistan 
supported turkey in Cyprus problem but turkey remained 
neutral on the issue of Kashmir. Therefore, relations of both 
states did not became warmly. But both states remained in 
same block and worked together. In 1957, the USA created 
custom union and started radio service in Bagdad pack 
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states against Soviet Union and announced road built 
project from Istanbul to Karachi. The military government 
came in power in Pakistan under the leadership of general 
Ayub Khan, he created good relations with turkey but he 
was pro-American and signed security with USA. In 1959, 
now the Bagdad pact was the main issues became their 
Baathist came in power and they were pro-soviet union. 
They backed out the pact and members of Bagdad pack 
signed security agreement with USA and pact was rune 
with economic support only very soon Bagdad pact 
countries called meeting in Karachi in 1959 and discussed 
the following  

1. Telecommunication 
2. Free trade 
3. Road development 
4. Ports modernization  

 
3 KASHMIR AND CYPRUS PROBLEM AND 
PAKISTAN TURKEY RELATIONS 
In 1960, turkey and Pakistan both states came under 
military rule. Pakistan president sent foreign minister 
Zulfikar ali Bhutto to save Turkish prime minister Adnan 
mender from military sentence. In 1959, turkey, Pakistan, 
Iran and England signed CENTO after collapse of Bagdad 
pact. (Khan, 2015,p,29) 
 
The main reason of CENTO was  

1. Cooperation on eradicating trafficking  
2. Improve technology 
3. Custom union  

In 1962, again relation were developed through telephonic 
and civil aviation was created on international issue both 
states support each other. In 1962 in war of indo-china, 
turkey support India Pakistan purported china. In 1965, 
Pakistan, Iran and turkey signed (RCD). The main cause 
was economic development among members‟ states and 
developed good relations with west but in that time turkey 
did not got good support from western during crises in 
Greece and Cyprus in 1964. While western block put an 
arms embargo on Pakistan. And turkey in 1965, in reaction 
Pakistan developed friendly relations with Muslim world and 
neighboring china. During indo-Pak war, turkey did not 
support Pakistan but developed pressure foe ceasefire but 
Pakistan offered turkey to military support in Greece and 
Turkish war. The base of this support was on religious –
cultural identity. The member of RCD not do well on the 
issues of Cyprus, Kashmir, Vietnam, Persian Gulf and 
Middle East. (Malik, Khuram, 2020, p,49)  

 
4 THE 1970: PAKISTAN’S DISINTEGRATION 
AND CYPRUS WAR 
During 1970, both states were engages in this war Pakistan 
faced third war with India over the East Pakistan. The 
turkey military intervened in Cyprus after the military coup 
pf Nikos Sampson and foreign minister Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 
promised to turkey Pakistan is ready to send troops in 
Cyprus against war. In 1975, Pakistan foreign minister Aziz 
Ahmed criticized the US arms embargo on turkey and 
offered turkey for joint defense production and economic 
relations. The Turkish president hahri koru Turk visited 
Pakistan in 1975 and talked with Pakistan president for 
common bank under the auspices of RCD and support 

Pakistan in Baluchistan in opposite Afghanistan. In 1979, 
Iran and Pakistan left CENTO but remained closed due to 
RCD. In 1977 general Zia-ul-Haq over thrown the civil 
government in that occasion prime minister of turkey Bulent 
Ecevit asked the generals, they should pardon ZA Bhutto 
because in past he ZA Bhutto do same for Prime Minister 
Adnan menders. (Bozkurt, Abdullah,2009,p,32) 

 
5 THE   1980, INCREASING STRATEGIC 
COOPERATION  
In this time Iran came under power of Islamic revolution and 
Afghanistan was under the war with USSR, it effect on 
Pakistan as well as turkey and this was change the western 
block and rediscovered in Pakistan.  In that time 
Afghanistan became the center of rivalry of two blocks. US 
developed relations with Pakistan to undermine soviet and 
Pakistan also got support from Muslim countries. In 1981, 
OIC supported Pakistan, in 1980 military coup in Turkey 
Kenan even got power in Middle East in war of Iran –Iraq 
(1980-88) both states remain neutral and tried to solve 
these issues. Now RCD converted into ECO (Economic 
cooperation organization). (Anwar Hussain Syed,1974,p,79) 

 
6 1990- INACTION OF RELATIONSHIPS 
After dis integrate of Russia turkey involved in Balkan, 
Caucasus, central Asia, while Pakistan involved in 
Afghanistan, during that time Prime Minister Suleman 
Demireli visited Pakistan in 1992 to developed economic 
relations and started Peshawar- Islamabad motorway 
project it was 165km. In 1993, turkey and Pakistan both 
were under rule of female Prime Minister, Pakistan there 
were Benazir Bhutto and in turkey Tanses Celler. (James 
Ron,1995,P,73) 

 
7 POST 9/11 REVIVAL OF RELATIONS 
After 9/11, Pakistan became the front line state on the war 
of terrorism, both states remained part of NATO, Pakistan 
became non-NATO member states, in earth quick in 
Pakistan turkey became the first state who supported as 
(materiel and political).the Turkish prime minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan he visited Pakistan in 2003and supported 
Cyprus and Kashmir in disuse in verse president Musharraf 
visited turkey in 2004, both states supported each other on 
war of terror, Turkey provided diplomatically support to 
Pakistan on Afghanistan mistrusted and disagreement over 
Taliban insurgency. During Ankara declaration cooperation 
within three states was ensured, enhanced visa system for 
business. (Ashraf Ansari. 2015, P,21) 

 
8 CHANGES  
Both states remained under security risk in their own 
domain both states became the victims‟ cold war m, post-
cold war era turmoil on their own areas. The economic and 
trade relations among the both states are the main 
challenges. The trade is one billion dollars, because  
[1] Turkey imposed safeguarded duties on Pakistan textile 

production 
[2]  Additional duties on carpets and rugs. 
[3]  Pakistan due to Armenia not the member of EU 
[4]  India-Turkey Trade Is 05 Billion Dollars 

The both states want to people to people contact, 
academician working. (Ferya Ilyas, 2012,P, 21) 
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9   AREAS OF DIVERGENCE 
 It Is Common that,  due to   Afghanistan, Israel, 
nuclear proliferation and democracy there are   
divergent among both states  and issue of Kashmir was 
the other factor during  Prime Minister Ecevit. In recent  
in the case of Israel and nuclear proliferation, both 
states are ready to understand the real situation but  
Afghanistan is the main issue between two states this 
divergent started during  post-Soviet settlement in 
Afghanistan later rise of Taliban and  Turkey had 
economic and political relations  in Central Asia. Due to 
Taliban Islamic extremism created in the Central Asian 
region. The Central Asian states felt that Taliban are 
the main threat for their stability. Turkey became the 
anti against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. 
Pakistan loses gas pipe line due to Taliban because 
they are holding in Afghanistan. There are main 
reasons:  

  Afghanistan unsuccessful to improvement solidity. 

 The Turkmen establishments preserved serious 
misgivings concerning the Taliban. “As far as the 
Turkmen Pakistan pipeline project was concerned, 
Turkey did not see Pakistan as a rival because the 
aim of this venture and other potential pipeline 
projects bringing oil from the Central Asian 
Caspian sea region to Pakistan‟s port of Gwadar 
was to ship it to South East Asian and Far Eastern 
regions”. 

 After11/9, realpolitik forced the Pakistani 
leadership to change their policies vis-à-vis 
Afghanistan, which helped to improve bilateral 
relations with Turkey and other Central Asian 
Republics. 

  The modification in Pakistan‟s Afghan policy, the 
impending in influence of the Justice and 
Development Party (AKP) in Turkey has 
commanded to a revitalization of relationships that 
had away sour during Pakistan‟s support of the 
Taliban government in Afghanistan.  

 On the Kashmir  issue Turkey has conventionally 
support to  Pakistan and believe in  free and fair 
plebiscite in Kashmir under the supervision of the 
UN and in force both states on issues of  cross-
border terrorism and. 

  Pakistan is not recognizing Israel and not criticize 
the Turkish-Israeli linking. 

  Pakistan, is also opposing the “Israeli arms sales 
to India like the Phalcon radar system, unmanned 
Ariel vehicles, and arrow anti-missile technology, 
and ship-based surface to-air missiles” 

 Pakistan is feeling unsecure from west side due to 
Indian influence in Afghanistan and Central Asia , 
India maintained  a military base in Farkhor 
(Tajikistan). (Amin, S. M. 2000,P,49 

 
CONCLUSION   
Pakistan and turkey both are Muslim states and playing 
important role world politics and also leading the muslin 
world. Both states are helping each other as brotherly 
in different times. Both states have same agenda to 
work for Muslim and cooperate for the development in 
region as well as in world. Both states are trying to 
improve historical as well as economic relations. Since 

creation of Pakistan brotherly relations between two 
states. History shows that before modern turkey and 
created of Pakistan, Muslim of India developed good 
relations with Turkish Empire. When prime Saleem 
became caliph, he created good relations with Indian 
Muslim and became leader of all Muslim world. In this 
context Muslim of India supported the caliph in war 
against as ottoman war 1897, Russo-Turkish 1877-78, 
Turkish-Greece war 1897 and Balkan war 1921 on the 
base of same religion, due to the support of Indian 
Muslim Turkish fought war of independence.  Since 
creation of Pakistan is facing harmony from India on 
the eastern side on the Kashmir issue, due to this 
Pakistan created relations with other status to solve the 
Kashmir issue. But in that time India was the huge 
market and main states for the every states and world 
was divided into two blocks, one block was under 
umbrella of USA and other was under shadow of 
USSR. While turkey became the part of USSR block 
due to geographical situation and modern views. Very 
soon turkey joined western alliance against USSR, no 
doubt Kashmir and turkey fought with allied forces in 
Second World War but in end of war joined western 
block and joined NATO in 1949. In Pakistan and turkey 
there were Muslim majority. The top class leaders also 
developed good relations. In 1952, when turkey 
became part of NATO, the Pakistan also created good 
relations with USA and got first aid. In 1954, in that time 
both states were opposite of communism and play 
important role for western block .in 1954, both states 
signed friendship and cooperation agreement. Pakistan 
supported turkey in Cyprus problem but turkey 
remained neutral on the issue of Kashmir. Therefore, 
relations of both states did not became warmly. . In 
1957, the USA created custom union and started radio 
service in Bagdad pack states against Soviet Union 
and announced road built project from Istanbul to 
Karachi. The military government came in power in 
Pakistan under the leadership of general Ayub khan, he 
created good relations with turkey but he was pro-
American and signed security with USA. In 1959, now 
the Bagdad pact was the main issues became their 
Baathist came in power and they were pro-soviet union. 
In 1960, turkey and Pakistan both states came under 
military rule. Pakistan president sent foreign minister 
Zulfikar ali Bhutto to save Turkish prime minister Adnan 
mender from military sentence. In 1962, again relation 
were developed through telephonic and civil aviation 
was created on international issue both states support 
each other. In 1965, Pakistan, Iran and turkey signed 
(RCD). During 1970, both states were engages in this 
war Pakistan faced third war with India over the East 
Pakistan. In 1975, Pakistan foreign minister Aziz 
Ahmed criticized the US arms embargo on turkey and 
offered turkey for joint defense production and 
economic relations.  In 1977 general Zia-ul-Haq over 
thrown the civil government in that occasion prime 
minister of turkey Bulent Ecevit asked the generals, 
they should pardon ZA Bhutto because in past he ZA 
Bhutto do same for Prime Minister Adnan menders. In 
1981, OIC supported Pakistan, in 1980 military coup in 
Turkey kenan evren got power in Middle East in war of 
Iran –Iraq (1980-88) both states remain neutral and 
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tried to solve this issues. Now RCD converted into ECO 
(Economic cooperation organization). After dis 
integrate of Russia turkey involved in Balkan, 
Caucasus, central Asia, while Pakistan involved in 
Afghanistan, during that time Prime Minister Suleman 
demireli visited Pakistan in 1992 to developed 
economic relations and started Peshawar- Islamabad 
motorway project it was 165km.  After 9/11, Pakistan 
became the front line state on the war of terrorism, both 
states remained part of NATO, Pakistan became non-
NATO member states, in earth quick in Pakistan turkey 
became the first state who supported as (materiel and 
political).  During Ankara declaration cooperation within 
three states was ensured, enhanced visa system for 
business. Both states remained under security risk in 
their own domain both states became the victims‟ cold 
war m, post-cold war era turmoil on their own areas. 
The economic and trade relations among the both 
states are the main challenges.  

 

RECONMENDATION  
[1]  Increase trade and abolish custom union 
[2] Turkey is touching g-20 states and should start textile 

industry 
[3] Help Pakistan in construction in low cost housing units 
[4]  Turkish agro-based industries should help Pakistan in 

milk processing 
[5]  Scholarships for Pakistan students 
[6]  Educational and professional trainings 
[7]  Pakistan should help turkey to establish university to 

enhance the English language in turkey 
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